
Zazulya 
8th Primarch, 12th Found in Ultima Segmuntum 

Mutation: Body Dysmorphia 

Located in the eastern outer rim with a high star density 

Homeworld was Mercury-sized, cold, barren and wet 

It's an Agri World named Copia (from Cornucopia). The homeworld is a barren planet yet it's an 

AgriWorld. Therefore, I assume it's full of greenhouses and hydroponics plants. 

Sci-Fi Culture 

Government: was heavily decentralized, feudal monarchy, xenophobic and poor 

Parents were criminals, had disdain for them but loved some of his siblings 

Homeworld was unstable but values it 

Zazulya managed to conquer his homeworld and make a small interstellar empire before Big E's arrival 

Defining Struggle: Statesmanship 

No Injuries 

Split Personality 

Hedonistic(+20 Slaanesh) 

Specialization: Technology 

Preferred fighting style: Psychic Pyromancy 

The Emperor's arrival was expected, but Zazulya feels unappreciated by the Emperor 

Friends with Xenos Commander 

Rival was a Daemon Prince 

Distrusts Primarchs 

Legion name: The Hidden Flames 

New/Old Schism with in the Legion 

Legion Tactics: Ambush/Stealth 

Legion Specializes in Darkness and Obstruction 

Legion has a unique long-range weapon, seeker squads and land speeder variation 

Fast Conquest 

Low Loyalty 

Military Reconstruction 

Direct Control 

He defended a key location from overwhelming enemy force. 

Loyalist 

Personally destroyed relics/archeotech/facilities key to the enemy's war effort 

Died during the Heresy 

14 
14th Primarch, 11th found in Segmentum Tempestus 

Homeworld is a lone star located in the southwest Inner rim 

It's a cold, Mercury-sized water world, with standard biodiversity. 

Fortress world with 1920's European culture named Maginot. 

It was a capitalist monarchy, with average centralization, standard wealth, and it didn't really care about 



Xenos 

It was unstable before 14 conquered it entirely, and he feels cordial towards it. 

14 was a Giant with a Weakened body, his defining struggle was an imposition of order, and he ended 

up losing both of his arms 

He was pessimistic and curious, and specialized in scholarly pursuits. 

He prefers long-ranged shooting, though he does have high mobility and psychic potential 

They had a friendly meeting, and 14 loves the Emperor 

His legion absolutely hates him though, they use chemical/biological warfare, and they specialize in 

skirmishes. 

His legion has a unique large ranged weapon, a Rhino variant, and a Dreadnought 

Regarding the crusade, 14's conquest was fast, with low loyalty, but the planets he conquered were 

rebuilt as good as before, and with a standard bureaucracy. 

His great deeds were defending his location from an overwhelming force, and he killed another 

Primarch during the Heresy. Mad lad. 

His whereabouts after the heresy are unknown. 

Maverik Etri 
9th Primarch, and the 6th found in Segmentum Obscurus 

Location: Northern Inner rim with average star density 

Homeworld: Earth-sized, lush, cold, and dry 

Hive World named Sapokanikan 

Modern American culture 

Oligarchy 

Neutral towards Xenos 

Capitalist 

Standard wealth 

Average centralization 

Parents were merchants 

Indifferent towards them 

Felt superior to siblings 

Preconquest: Peaceful 

Ruled a decent sized realm 

Disdain to homeworld 

Mutation: Dwarf 

Defining Struggle: Survival 

Injury: PTSD 

Perfectionist (+10 Slaanesh) 

Psychopath 

Specialization: Proselytizing(+10 Tzeench) 

Preferred Combat: Aerial Combat 

Friendly meeting with the Emperor 

Bad blood bordering on sedition 

Friend: Custodes 

Rival: Daemon Prince 



Feels superior to the other Primarchs 

Legion is loyal to Primarch 

Tactic: Armored Assault 

Specialty: Against Light Vehicles 

Gunship 

Special Support Squad 

Aircraft non-hover 

Fast conquest 

Standard loyalty 

Better than before 

Standard bureaucracy 

Achieved a decisive victory in a great battle against a powerful enemy 

Killed a Primarch 

Died during the Heresy 

Lore: So, the culture being American Oligarchy and him specializing in 

proselytizing makes me think he was a bit like Logar being able to win without too much bloodshed. 

 

His legion to planes are bikes to white scars. Their Primarch prefers aerial combat, and they have to 

unique flying units. They preferred to dominate in the skies. Just some name ideas for the Legion 

>Imperial Aces 

>Emperor’s Angels 

>The Air hearts 

>Sky Speakers 

Ali Abwaba 
20th Primarch, 8th found on the border of Ultima Segmuntum and Segmuntum Obscurus 

Middle Rim, North East, Lone Star 

Mercury sized, Unusually lush, Boiling climate, Standard aquasphere, Paradise/Pleasure World (+20 

Slaanesh) named Andalus, from Andalusia (Muslim Iberia) 

Medieval Arab or Modern Latino 

Oligarchy, Xenophobic, Socialist, Decentralized, Standard Wealth 

Parents: Nobility, Feels indifferent towards them, No mortal siblings 

Eternal war on all fronts, Conquered homeworld, Disdainful 

Holy Radiance (+10 Slaanesh) 

Weakened Body(+20PcR +20PcM) 

Defining Struggle: Ideology 

Notable injury: lost arm 

Honest, Ascetic(-20 Slaanesh) 

Technology, Mobile shooting 

Friendly first meeting, Deep friendship with the Emperor 

Friends: Astartes from his own legion 

Rival: Astartes from his own legion 

Hates 12th Primarch 



Legion is fanatical to Primarch 

Tactics: Out maneuvering the enemy 

Specialization: Darkness and Obscuration 

Unique Melee Weapon 

Devastator Squad 

Gunship 

Slow conquest, Devoted servants, Military construction, Direct control 

Defended a key location from an overwhelming force 

Fell to Chaos Undivided 

Possessed by a daemon 

Assumed leadership over large portions of their side's forces. 

Rules a small Chaos empire in realspace 

Lore: Potentially possessed by Bel’akor, might be Archtraitor. 

Iringi 
13th Primarch, 9th found on the border of Segmentum Tempestus and Ultima Segmuntum 

Middle Rim, South, Average star density 

Mercury sized, Standard biodiversity, Cold, Dry, AgriWorld named Mecha Nui 

Solarpunk mixed with Maori 

Oligarchy, Neutral, Megacorporations, Centralized, Impoverished 

Merchants, Indifferent, Loves one sibling 

Chaos uprising, Conquered homeworld, Values it 

Extra Set of Eyes 

Defining Struggle: Vengeance 

Brain Damage 

Pessimistic, Curious 

Proselytizing(+10 Tzeentch) 

Aerial Combat 

The Emperor’s arrival was expected. Likes the Emperor, loyal to the Imperium 

Friend; Astartes from his own legion 

Rival: Monster of some kind 

Loves only 4th Primarch 

Legion had a new/old schism and specialized in close combat and conditions of extreme heat. 

Legion has a new Consul type, a heavy support squad, and an artillery variant. 

Slow conquest, Standard loyalty, Wealthy domain, Direct Control 

Achieved a decisive victory in a great battle against a powerful enemy 

Loyalist 

Didn’t commit until later in the civil war, if at all 

Died during the Heresy 

Lore: The cold, dry world that Iringi grew up on used to be an incredibly advanced Agri-world, even by 

the standards of the Dark Age of Technology. But like Terra, Iringi’s homeworld was hit very hard by the 

Age of Strife, and like Terra, most of the world’s water ended up missing somehow. Some of the hardier 

plants survived though, as well as some of the advanced technology the world used to be known for. 



Not long afterwards, mysterious and powerful artifacts known as “Star Gods” appeared, giving whoever 

wielded them amazing powers. For millennia, the powerful “Star Gods” were fought over just like any 

rare resource, until a legendary warlord named Kamehameha revealed himself, and began his crusade 

to reunite the planet, and claim all the “Star Gods” for himself. On this journey, Kamehameha ended up 

killing Iringi’s merchant parents, as well as his dear sibling, and injuring Iringi greatly. It was on this day 

that Iringi swore revenge against Kamehameha and started a counter-crusade against him. Eventually 

they fought, but Kamehameha had been corrupted by the dozens of chaos artifacts he possessed and 

became a monster. It was a long, hard fight, but Iringi won at the end, took control of Kamehameha’s 

crusade, and destroyed all of the so-called “Star Gods”, along with anyone who followed them. 

Abdul Hamid 
19th Primarch, 17th found in Segmentum Solar  

Homeworld: Super Earth, lush, boiling, dry 

Scholarly World [+10 PcP, +10 Tzeentch], named Alhazan, after the medieval Islamic physicist Ibn al-

Haytham's Latinized name. 

Medieval Arab Culture 

Merchants 

Gratitude and loyalty 

Loves some siblings deeply 

Democracy, Xenophilic, Capitalist, Centralized, Standard Wealth 

Conflict with xenos, Conquest nearly complete upon Emperor's arrival, Passive/not attached to 

homeworld 

Perpetual 

Defining struggle: Ideology 

PTSD 

Compassionate, just 

Warfare/strategy 

Telekinesis and club/bludgeon 

Open hostilities towards the Emperor [+30 RN], ends up neutral towards the Emperor 

Friend: 4th Primarch 

Rival : Xenos Commander 

Loves only the 4th Primarch 

Legion has a begrudging respect towards Primarch 

Tactics: Psychological warfare 

Specialization: Grand battles 

New Consul type, Recon squad, Predator variant 

Standard Conquest speed, Low Loyalty, Wealthy Domain, Left administration to the Imperium 

Achieved a decisive victory in a great battle against a powerful enemy 

Fell to Chaos, Minor deity 

Was manipulated into joining Chaos 

Nearly slaughtered an entire enemy Legion 

Rules a small empire in realspace 

 



Lore: So an idea I got while compiling this. His homeworld was open to xenos. So alien race uses his 

home's kindness to stage an invasion. He led his people to fight back and then the Emperor got involved. 

This allowed the Xenos Commander to escape which led to the open hostilities 19 had with Big E. So, 

throughout the Great Crusade, 19 isn't focused on maintaining loyalty to on his conquered planets 

because he's focused on hunting down the Xenos Commander who ruined his homeworld. Since he's 

the first Primarch that actually likes his family, I assume they died when the Xenos invaded the 

homeworld. That's the cause of his PTSD. Maybe one of his adoptive siblings left the rest of the family 

for dead since Primarch only loves some. 

 

The homeworld's name is Ubar after the Arabic myth. 

Aak Hunta 
18th Primarch, and he was the 18th found 

Tempestus, Moderate, Lone Star 

Super Earth, Barren, Boiling, Water World 

AgriWorld 

Anarchy, Xenophilic, Socialist, In-between centralization, Rich 

Parents were artists, Hatred and has an oath of revenge against them, Loves all siblings 

calm pre-conquest, partial conquest, loves their homeworld 

Bestial appearance +10 khr 

Struggle: Imposition of Order 

PTSD 

Bloodlust(+10 Khorne), Idealist(+20 Slaanesh) 

Administration 

Ranged: Mobile Shooting 

Screwed over by the Emperor, Loves and is loyal to the Emperor 

Friend: Mortal from his homeworld 

Rival: Monster of some kind 

Loves all Primarchs deeply 

Legion: Blood Sharks 

Legion has hatred of Primarch 

Tactics: Outmaneuvering the enemy 

Specialization: In poisonous conditions 

Predator Variant, Heavy Support Squad, Small Super Heavy Vehicle 

Unusually fast, Low loyalty, Wealthy domain, left administration to the Imperium 

Achieved a decisive victory in a great battle against a powerful enemy 

Loyalist 

Personally destroyed archeotech/relics/facilities key to the enemy 

Lost to the webway or Comorragh 

Lore: 18’s hate for his parents is their content being in anarchist society and they do nothing to improve 

the lives of the family. 18’s conquest of his homeworld goes slowly because it’s a super earth and there’s 

no real communication between groups of people so he has no sense of direction to go. The open 



hostility with the Emperor is caused by that because 18 assumes Big E is just another anarchist group to 

take down. Once the Emperor defeats 18, the two patch things up rather well. 

11 
11th Primarch, 16th found 

Obsurus sector, Far, Dense Cluster 

Earth sized, Lifeless, Cold, Wet 

Hive World 

Inuit and/or Modern Indian 

Theocracy, Neutral to xenos, Capitalist, Centralized, Standard wealth 

Grew up in the wild, Indifference, Distrusts siblings 

Conflict with xenos, Conquered his homeworld and a few surrounding systems, Values it 

Bestial Appearance (+ 10 Khorne) 

Defining Struggle: Prophecy 

PTSD 

Compassionate(+20 Nurgle), Arbitrary 

Craftsmanship( +20 PcMe) 

Bike combat 

Open hostilities with the Imperium, Likes the Emperor, loyal to the Imperium 

Friend: Mortal from his homeworld 

Rival: Xenos Commander 

Loves all Primarchs deeply 

New/Old Schism, Terror Tactics(+20 Slaanesh), All Rounders 

New consul type, Veteran Tactical Squad, Artillery Variant 

Fast conquest, Low loyalty, better than before, Left to the Imperium 

Defended a key location from an overwhelming force 

Killed a Primarch 

Died during the Heresy 

Lore: Chapter name could be 'The Mastodons of Malabar', with Malabar being the planet name (named 

after the southwest coast of India, which is notably wet) 

1 
1st Primarch, 9th found 

Pacificus sector, Solar, Average Star Density 

Earth sized, Unusually lush, Boiling, Standard aquasphere 

Civilized World (+20 PcR) 

Ancient Mesopotamian and/or Modern Africa culture 

Democracy, Xenophobic, Centralized, Wealthy 

Parents: Merchants, Hatred and Oath of Revenge, Superior attitude towards siblings 

Pre-Conquest State: Sorcerer Kings, Conquest nearly complete upon the Emperor’s arrival, Values his 

homeworld 

Poison Resistance (+20PcS) (+30 Nurgle) 

Defining Struggle: Imposition of Order 



No injury 

Academic (+20 Tzeentch), Superiority Complex (+10 Slaanesh) 

Artistic Pursuits (+10 PcMe) (+20 Slaanesh) 

Method of Combat: Resilience/Endurance 

Emperor's arrival was expected, Intense jealousy towards the Emperor 

Friend: Astropath 

Rival: Monster of some kind 

Distrusts the other Primarchs 

Legion is loyal to Primarch 

Tactics: Terror Tactics (+20 Slaanesh) 

Specialization: All Around/No Specialization 

Air Transport, Seeker Squad, Rhino variant 

Fast Conquest, Low loyalty, As good as before, Indirect rule 

Rescued another Primarch from overwhelming danger 

Loyalist 

Killed a Primarch 

Recently returned or has been around all along 

17 
17th Primarch, 2nd found 

Pacificus, Close, Average Star Density 

Super Earth, Unusually Lush, Moderate, Water World 

Penal Colony, Medieval German and/or Modern Arabian culture 

Theocracy, Neutral Ethnocentrism, In between centralization, Standard wealth 

Adoptive Parents: Royalty/Leaders (Basically his parents were the pope), Hatred and oath of vengeance, 

Distrusts siblings 

Relatively stable 

17 Conquered homeworld, has Cordial opinion of homeworld 

Survival 

PTSD 

Psychotic, Charismatic 

Scholarly Pursuits (+20PcP) (+20Tzeentch) 

Combat Preference: Hammer and Divination/Telepathy 

Brought into the Imperium by force, Feels unappreciated by the Emperor 

Friend: Astartes of own Legion 

Rival: Xenos commander 

Distrusts other Primarchs, is friends with 16 

Legion has Hatred of Primarch 

Tactics: Armored Assault 

Specialization: All-Around/No Specialization 

Terminator Squad, Veteran Assault Squad, Artillery Variant 

Slow Conquest, Devoted Servants, Better than before, Dictator Rule 

Achieved a decisive victory in a great battle over a powerful enemy 

Loyal 



Maimed a Primarch 

Died during the Heresy 

12 
12th Primarch, 10th found 

Tempestus, Close Distance, Dense cluster 

Earth sized, Lush, Freezing, Dry, Mining World 

Culture: Vulcan Egyptians 

Monarchy, Xenophilic, Feudal, Decentralized, Standard wealth 

Adoptive Parents: Merchants 

Relationship: Gratitude and loyalty 

No siblings 

Pre-Conquest: Sorcerer Kings 

Conquered Homeworld, Loves it/Patriot 

Extra Set of Arms(+20 PcMe) (+10 Khorne) 

Defining Struggle: Survival 

No injury 

Bitter, Just 

Specialization: Craftsmanship(+20 PcMe) 

Preferred Combat: Power Fist/Aerial Combat 

Friendly first meeting, Deep friendship with the Emperor 

Friend: Astropath 

Rival: Xenos Commander 

Distrusts the other Primarchs 

Legion is loyal to the Emperor 

Tactics: Outmaneuver the Enemy 

Specialization: All Rounders 

Unique Armor(?), Predator Variant, Recon Squad 

Normal speed, Devoted Servants, As good as before, Dictatorial Rule 

Defended a key location against overwhelming force 

Loyal 

Ambushed the enemy and dealt critical damage to their Legion or Fleet 

Later died fighting for the Imperium 

16 

16th Primarch, 20th Found 

Ultima, moderate distance, average star density 

Super Earth, standard diversity, boiling, wet 

Civilized World [+20 PcR], Ancient Mesopotamian/Modern American culture 

Theocracy, Xenophilic, Socialist, Centralized, standard wealth 

Grew up in the wild, hated it, distrusts siblings 

Chaos Uprising, conquered homeworld, disdainful 

Imminent death 

Imposition of order (possibly on his homeworld) 



Partial hearing loss 

Underhanded, psychotic 

Specialization: Warfare/Tactics 

48 Melee, 37 Ranged, 48 Psychic, 58 Mobile, 47 Special 

Hammer, Pyromancy, Heavy vehicles 

Friendly first meeting, loves and is loyal to the Emperor 

Friend: Astartes of own Legion 

Rival: Demon Prince or Greater Demon 

Only loves 17th Primarch 

Has begrudging respect for Primarch, they specialize in armored assaults and darkness and obscuration, 

Has unique armor, veteran assault squad, and unique air transports 

Standard conquest speed, Low loyalty, Military reconstruction, Direct control 

Stayed behind to defend mortals when no-one else would (+10 Nurgle) 

Fell to Tzeentch, was possessed by artifact 

Assumed leadership over large parts of the Traitor forces 

Died during the Heresy 

15 
15th Primarch, 7th found 

Tempestus, far, lone star 

Earth-sized, unusually lush, boiling, dry 

Fortress world, feudal Japanese/modern Arabian culture 

Theocracy, Xenophilic, capitalist, decentralized, wealthy 

Criminal syndicate, gratitude and loyalty, loves some siblings 

Endless plotting, conquered homeworld, cordial 

No mutations 

Defining struggle: crucial technology 

Injury: incurable but non-lethal disease 

Bloodlust [+10 Khorne], Ascetism [-20 Slaanesh] 

Technology, mobile, bike combat 

Contest/challenge, neutral towards Emperor 

Friend: Astartes from own Legion 

Rival: rebel human commander 

Loves 5th Primarch 

Legion is loyal to Emperor, Chem/Bio warfare [+40 Nurgle], conditions of extreme heat 

Unique shield, veteran tactical squad, predator variant 

Disappointingly slow speed, standard loyalty, wealthy domain, dictatorial rule 

Was chosen personally to accompany and fight alongside the Emperor for much of the Great Crusade 

Loyalist, nearly slaughtered an entire enemy Legion, lost to the Webway or Comorragh 

5 
The 5th Primarch was found in a large jungle world within Segmentum Obscurus after 14 of his brothers. 

The world was governed by a rich feudal kingdom that later fell into anarchy by the hands of the 

Primarch but was wounded in the process his mind damaged the scar becoming a point of shame to him 



He specialized in stealth, ranged strikes and ambushes. 

His meeting with the Emperor was followed by a competition, despite that the Primarch never grew 

close to his father. 

He developed close ties to his legion and one of his brothers, the 13th Primarch, instead. 

The legion adopted their Primarch tactics, specializing in skirmishes and ambushes. 

Their conquest was mediocre yet he defended those worlds when no one else would. 

Prior to the heresy he fell to chaos of his own volition, perhaps to regain his lost brain power maybe he 

believed he would be killed for his flaws after the heresy. 

During the Heresy he penetrated deep into enemy territory striking into their heart before fleeing to the 

eye of terror. 

Maru 
4th Primarch, 3rd found 

Located a moderate distance away from Sol, in a dense cluster of stars in Segmentum Pacificus 

His home planet was an Earth-sized, lush, hot frontier world that was completely covered in water, with 

Klingon and Maori culture. 

It was ruled by a monarchy, it didn’t care much about xenos one way or the other, it had 

Megacorporations, it was decentralized and impoverished 

His parents were craftsmen, he hated them and felt superior towards his siblings. 

Conflict with Xenos, Partial conquest of homeworld, Passive/not attached 

He had wings and specialized in tactical warfare. He mainly fought with pyromancy. 

Membership, No notable injuries, Compassionate [+20 Nurgle], Curious 

Had a respectful meeting, Likes the Emperor, but loyal to the Imperium 

Friend: Mortal from his homeworld 

Rival: Xenos Commander 

Distrusts the other Primarchs 

His Legion was loyal to their Primarch, they specialized in lightning strikes with conditions of extreme 

heat. 

They had two Predator variants and a Seeker squad 

His conquest had Standard Speed, Constant Uprisings, Wealthy Domain, and Dictatorial Rule 

He rescued the 19th Primarch, Abdul, from overwhelming danger. Later on, he rebelled out of principle 

and fell to Nurgle later in the heresy. He didn’t commit to his side of the war, if at all, and he retreated 

into the eye of terror. 

Ichiro 
3rd Primarch, 1st found 

Was located in Obscurus sector, a moderate distance from Sol, in Dense cluster of stars 

It was a Scholarly World that was Earth-sized. It had Standard biodiversity and a moderate climate for a 

Desert world 

Its culture was a mix of Feudal Japan and modern-day Asian. 

It was ruled by Anarchy, it was Xenophobic and Feudal, though it was Centralized and had Standard 

wealth (similar to the Sengoku Jidai period) 

His parents were Merchants, he felt indifferent towards them, and he had no siblings 



His homeworld suffered from Endless plotting. He Conquered his Homeworld and a few surrounding 

systems 

Loves it/is a Patriot 

Mutation: Holy Radiance 

He suffered from a scholarly challenge, he had an incurable but non-lethal disease, and he was paranoid 

and arbitrary. He specialized in proselytizing and swordsmanship 

He was Screwed over by the Emperor, and developed Bad blood bordering on sedition 

Friend: Abdul the 19th Primarch 

Rival: A monster of some kind 

He only loved Abdul 

1’s Legion had a begrudging respect for their Primarch (probably due to his swordsmanship) 

They specialized in CQC and poisonous conditions 

They had a unique melee weapon, a heavy support squad, and a Rhino variant 

They had an Unusually fast conquest, though it had Low loyalty. Rebuilding efforts centered around 

Military reconstruction, and 1 had Dictatorial rule over it 

He stayed behind to defend mortals when nobody else would 

He was manipulated into joining Khorne (somehow, probably due to Abdul), but he didn’t commit to the 

heresy until later, if at all. After the heresy, he fled into the Eye of Terror 

Ranulf Panzerfaust 
6th Primarch, 4th found 

Ultima Segmentum, close to Terra, lone star 

Mercury-sized, Barren, Boiling, Water-covered frontier world 

Combination of Viking and Nazi German culture 

Monarchy, Xenophilic, Feudal, in-between centralization, standard wealth 

Raised by Criminal syndicate, Deep love and familial bonds, Distrusts siblings 

Conflict with Xenos, Ranulf conquered his homeworld and the surrounding systems 

He was horned and had a weakened body 

Statesmanship, Warp Taint, Pessimistic, Arbitrary 

He had a specialization in warfare tactics and uses a Club/bludgeon and Aerial combat 

Screwed over by the Emperor, Bad blood bordering on sedition 

Friend: Custodes 

Rival: Astartes from his own legion 

Loves only the first Primarch, Ichiro 

His Legion was Fanatically loyal to Primarch, specialized in Ranged combat Against armored targets 

Unique shield, Veteran tactical squad, Land speeder variant 

Standard speed, Constant uprisings, Better than before, Direct control 

Was chosen to personally accompany the Emperor for much of the great crusade 

Ranulf ended up Loyalist, and Ambushed the enemy to deal critical damage to their Legion or fleet, and 

Died during the heresy 

 



7 
7th Primarch, 19th found 

Obscurus, Close to Terra, Lone star 

Super Earth, unusually lush, cold, Wet 

Chaos corrupted world, Medieval Arab/Cyberpunk culture 

Theocracy, Xenophilic, Megacorporations, In between centralization, Wealthy 

Nobility/Upper class, Disdain for them, no siblings 

Embroiled in war, Conquest nearly finished upon Emperor's arrival, Loves it/Patriot 

Empath 

Crucial technology, No injuries, specialization in proselytizing [+10 Tzeentch] 

Underhanded, Charismatic 

Fights with Biomancy and a Sword 

The Emperor's arrival was expected, Loves and is loyal to the Emperor 

Friend: Mortal from his homeworld 

Rival: Iringi (13th Primarch) 

Feels passive towards other Primarchs in general 

Legion: 

Begrudging respect, Terror tactics [+20 Slaanesh], Skirmish conflicts 

Unique armor, Veteran tactical Squad, Artillery variant 

Disappointingly slow, Devoted servants, Military reconstruction, Dictatorial rule 

Great deed: Defended a key location from an overwhelming force 

Rebelled out of Principle, fell to Tzeentch later on 

7 penetrated deep into enemy territory, and died later on 

Lore: 

I can see this new guy (Maybe called Basir or Bassam?) Being manipulated by his parents for a while 

because of his empath abilities. He kind of gets used as a lie detector, to make sure their political 

allies/enemies are being honest. Would explain his disdain for his parents. Maybe also why he's 

underhanded, his position pushing him more to the forefront of his family's political schemes. 

I think Tzeentch might try to be more subtle about it, Manipulating the people around 7 to push him 

towards starting a rebellion just to keep him alive. After all, the planet's going to get found sooner or 

later, and Emps is almost certainly going to blow it up when he gets there. If 7 is a member of the Chaos 

worshipping aristocracy, the Emperor will probably just kill him off, so 7 (as Tzeentch’s unknowing 

agent) is more likely to survive if he's seen to be actively resisting Chaos. Very much sacrificing already 

doomed pawns to get a couple other pieces into a better position. 

As an example, 7's mortal friend who came from his homeworld (Maybe his right-hand man from the 

rebellion) might be playing the part of Erebus rather than 7 just running into Bel'akor and falling that 

way. 

Something I just realized is this would probably be a good reason for Iringi to hate 7. Iringi's official lore 

says that he grew up on a planet with a ton of Chaos artifacts (Star Gods) and specializes in Proselytizing, 

so 7 would probably be pretty on edge around Iringi. 

 



Leszek Zbirak 
10th Primarch, 14th found 

Pacificus sector, Far from Terra, Average star density 

Super Earth, Barren, Hot, Wet, Agri-world 

Medieval Slavic cyberpunk culture 

Oligarchy, Neutral to Xenos, Feudal, Centralized, Poor 

Artists, Indifferent, No siblings 

Homeworld was peaceful, Conquered Homeworld and carved out a small interstellar empire, 

passive/not attached to it 

Mutation: Unnatural skin color 

Mass uprising, PTSD 

Stoic, Brave (+10Khr) 

Specialization: Technology, Telekinesis 

Friendly first meeting, Likes the Emperor, but loyal to empire 

Friend: mortal from his home world. 

Rival: daemon prince/greater daemon. 

Jealous of 7th Primarch. 

Legion: Fanatically loyal to Primarch, Chemical/biological warfare [+40 Nurgle], Against armored targets, 

Unique melee weapon, Sky hunter squad, Super heavy vehicle 

Slow conquest, Constant uprisings, better than before, standard bureaucracy 

Great deed: defended a key location from an overwhelming force 

Was manipulated into joining Nurgle, nearly slaughtered an entire enemy Legion, died during the heresy 

Lore: 

Maybe they have a massive cave system that is filled with giant mushrooms and stuff. It’s just the 

surface that is barren. 

10's homeworld used to be a hive world, on which well just fell apart during the age of strife, being cut 

off from all the resources it needed on a regular basis. After a certain point, people either fled into the 

tunnel systems, or fled the planet entirely, leaving the surface covered in ruins and caches of dark age 

tech dotted around the place. 

His specialization is technology, so I think that could work out. He also has PTSD, Stoic, and Brave, which 

makes sense if he's exploring DAoT ruins. I don't know much about the Unification wars, but I do know 

that there was some nasty shit roaming around on Terra. 

I like the idea of the environmental suits, but since it's been several thousand years since the Age of 

Strife, I imagine that they've become a lot more simplified and basically everyone except for the nobles 

and royalty uses them. The majority of the ones in circulation are either just barely functioning, or hand-

me-downs from a dead relative somebody patched up. 

Could be that 10's jealous of 7's mental fortitude. After all, I don't imagine either the Emperor or 7 talk 

about his homeworld, so as far as anyone knows, the planet 7 was on was so bad it not only required 

exterminatus, but that the only people who know anything about it refuse to say anything on the 

matter. But beyond that, 7 himself is... more or less fine. Meanwhile, 10's planet might not have been a 

walk in the park, but not so bad as to be basically erased from existence, and yet he's got PTSD. So, he 

assumes 7 had it worse and is jealous he came out of it better off. 



An idea I had was that 10's parents could be patroned by the local upper class. So, like, they get paid to 

write plays or whatever to entertain the aristocracy, which all comes off as vicious toadying to 10. 

 

The nobles of course eventually notice 10s general weirdness and decide to make use of him by sending 

him up to the surface with their other scavengers, a group that 10 finds far more brotherhood with than 

anyone he's known before. He eventually goes rogue and leads his new brothers in a hunt for the 

scavengers' holy grail: A functional starship, or at least one they can possibly fix. Not a specific ship, just 

any one they can find. After all, they probably know that their ancestors weren't the only ones to 

surv8ive the fall of the city, and figure there's a better world out there somewhere. Problem is, most of 

the planet's ships were used to move people off world, so they're rare as hens’ teeth. Though, whenever 

scavengers go missing topside, folks like to pretend they found a ship and got off world. 

 

3 
3rd Primarch, 5th found 

Ultima sector, near Sol, average star density 

Super Earth, Barren, Boiling, Dry 

Civilized world, Modern American and Viking culture 

Anarchic, Xenophilic, Communist, Decentralized, Standard wealth 

Parents were peasants, felt Gratitude/Loyalty, Loves some siblings 

Sorcerer Kings, 3 Conquered homeworld and carved out a small interstellar empire, Loves it/Patriot 

No mutations, Defense of realm 

Pessimistic, Naive, Artistic pursuits, fights with power fists 

He was Respectful, but feels unappreciated by the Emperor. 

Friend: Astropath 

Rivals: 12th Primarch, 7th Primarch 

Legion: Begrudging respect to Primarch, Ambush/Stealth Tactics, Darkness and Obscuration, Devastator 

Squad, Recon squad, Vindicator Variant. 

Fast Conquest, Devoted servants, rebuilt as good as before, Direct control 

Great deed: achieved a decisive victory in a great battle against a powerful enemy. 

Rebelled out of principle, fell to Nurgle later on. 

Great deed: drew enemy forces away from an engagement 

Fled to the Eye of Terror 

Lore: 

I was thinking for his homeworld, that earths percentages for land and water are flipped, so 71% is land 

and 29% is water. This results in sort of inland seas surrounded by habitable coasts, but any part of the 

planet that's too far from these seas is just a barren waste. Most folks survive on the coasts, but I 

imagine there could be some other nomadic groups that survive in the barrens. 

Maybe the main oceans are at the poles of the world, and the rest of the water is more scattered 

around. 


